THE PRAYER OF THE FAITHFUL
(a.k.a Universal Prayer or Bidding Prayers)
Guidance from the General Instruction of the Roman Missal
(para 69) In the Universal Prayer or Prayer of the Faithful, the people respond in
some sense to the Word of God which they have received in faith and, exercising the
office of their baptismal priesthood, offer prayers to God for the salvation of all. It is
desirable that there usually be such a form of prayer in Masses celebrated with the
people, so that petitions may be offered for the holy Church, for those who govern
with authority over us, for those weighed down by various needs, for all humanity,
and for the salvation of the whole world.
(para 70) The series of intentions is usually to be:
a. for the needs of the Church;
b. for public authorities and the salvation of the whole world;
c. for those burdened by any kind of difficulty;
d. for the local community.
Nevertheless, in a particular celebration, such as Confirmation, a Marriage, or at a
Funeral, the series of intentions may be concerned more closely with the particular
occasion.
(para 71) It is for the priest celebrant to regulate this prayer from the chair. He
himself begins it with a brief introduction, by which he calls upon the faithful to
pray, and likewise he concludes it with an oration. The intentions announced
should be sober, be composed with a wise liberty and in few words, and they
should express the prayer of the entire community.
They are announced from the ambo or from another suitable place, by the deacon or
by a cantor, a reader, or one of the lay faithful.
The people, for their part, stand and give expression to their prayer either by an
invocation said in common after each intention or by praying in silence.
Some do’s and don’ts:
The presider’s introduction indicates that we are turning to the Lord with our prayer
so there will be no need to say ’Dear God/Jesus…’, or ‘Father we pray…’, or ‘Help us
to…’. A simple ‘For… that…’ will suffice e.g.
‘For all who are sick or in pain, or facing any kind of difficulty, that they may be
lifted up and granted strength, hope and healing.’
Do pray the readings of the day before preparing the prayers;
Do keep the biddings short – no long narratives;
Don’t include specific prayers such as for a local, or even diocesan, event;
Do look at some of the other resources on the liturgy section of the website, e.g.
Prayer of the faithful worksheet
Arundel and Brighton Guidelines.
If in doubt, do contact the diocesan liturgy office at liturgy@cliftondiocese.com

